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“We want to believe that human violence is 
somehow beyond our understanding, 
because as long as it remains a mystery, we 
have no duty to avoid it, explore it, or 
anticipate it.” 
 
The Gift of Fear by Gavin de Becker 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The author, Gavin de Becker,  operates a company which specializes in violence towards famous people such as recording artists, television/movie celebrities, and government officials.   This is a quote from his book.  This quote illustrates the importance of recognizing the problem does exist so that it can be addressed.  It is important that one not think that “it can’t happen here”  or “it won’t happen to me”.



“. . the path toward violence is an 
evolutionary one, with signposts along the 
way.” 
 
The School Shooter:  A Threat Assessment 
Perspective by Mary Ellen O’Toole, PhD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mary O’Toole is an FBI agent and this quote is from a paper published by the FBI.  This quote is important because it points out that VIWP is not a random act -- if you look for the signs they can be seen.  How often do we here the friends of the suspect say “He was quiet and withdrawn” or “He talked about guns” or said things like “they’ll be sorry some day”



Let’s take a look at the numbers 
• Each year 110,000 acts of violence occur 

on the job. 

• Almost 20% of workplace violence occurs 
in the Midwest. 

• The most common targets are women, 
employees over 60 and managers. 

 (Source: BLS and NIOSH). 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost of 5.5 million $$ annuallyThere are also hidden costs:�Loss of productivityLoss of reputationLegal $$



Workplace Deaths 
• Homicide is the 2nd leading cause of death in 

the workplace 

 
• Worker on worker violence resulting in death 

only represents 4%;  The remainder is from 
robberies, assaults from customers, patients, 
etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask what is the leading cause of death?  Motor vehicle accidents.Media coverage inflates the issue. The fact is that VIWP is decreasing due to classes like this, awareness, communication and prevention techniques.VIWP has decreased 34% in the previous 4 years according to BLS Spring of 2000 report.We can spend the whole class telling horror stories and quoting statistics but our purpose today is to give you useful tools to protect you and your employees from viwp.



Awareness Impact 

• The number of workplace homicides fell 9% to 
516 in 2006 reflecting a decrease of more than 
50% from the all time high in 1994. 

• An American Society of Industrial Security 
survey indicates the top 3 prevention 
strategies to be: employee training, zero 
tolerance and controlled access to buildings. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can spend the whole class telling horror stories and quoting statistics but our purpose today is to give you useful tools to protect you and your employees from viwp.Does OSHA have a standard in regards to VIWP?  Can an employer be cited for not protecting their employees?



OSHA’S General Duty Clause   

• SEC. 5. Duties (a) Each employer -- 
 
 (1) shall furnish to each of his employees 
employment and a place of employment 
which are free from recognized hazards that 
are causing or are likely to cause death or 
serious physical harm to his employees; 
 
 



Definitions 
• Harassment 
• The act of someone creating a hostile work environment 

through unwelcome words, actions or physical contact or 
stalking behavior NOT resulting in physical harm. 

• Threat 
• An expression of an intent to cause physical harm at that 

time or in the future.  Any words, slurs, gestures, stalking 
behavior or display of weapons which are perceived by 
the worker as a clear and real threat to their safety and 
which may cause fear, anxiety or the inability to perform 
job functions. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to point out that VIWP does not always take the form of physical harm but mental as well.  This is a good place for the instructor to use examples of each such as mental fear would be implying a verbal threat such as “I’ll see YOU in the parking lot”.  Physical harm would be actual contact with you bodily or to your possessions - such as scratching your car.Find new threat definition 



Definitions 
• Physical Attack: 
 With or without the use of a weapon, a physical attack is 

any aggressive act of kicking, pushing, biting, scratching, 
sexual attack or any other such physical act directed to the 
worker by a co-worker, patient, client, relative or 
associated individual which arises during or as a result of 
the performance of duties and which results in death or 
physical injury. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are sample definitions.   They can, and probably should, be modified to reflect the consensus of your company or organization with regard to violent actions at work.  



Examples 

• Verbal threats to inflict bodily harm 
• Attempting to cause physical harm; striking, 

pushing or other aggressive acts 
• Disorderly conduct such as shouting, throwing 

or pushing objects, punching walls, and 
slamming doors. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, the instructor could give examples of each.  Ask the class if any of them have been exposed to these situation.



Examples 

• Verbal harassment; abusive or offensive 
language; gestures or other discourteous 
conduct 

• Making false, malicious, or unfounded 
statements against coworkers to damage 
their reputation or undermine their 
authority 

• Fascination with guns or other weapons; 
bringing weapons to the workplace 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor could give examples.



VIWP Types: So what? 

• counters “randomness” 
argument 

• breaks down the problem 
–different causes 
–different solutions needed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we divide VIWP into types?  This helps us identify what problems have the potential to occur, to look for certain risk factors, and what type of solutions to use in addressing the problem.For example:  Rapist - Type 1Unfortunately your company has had an employee mugged when leaving work in the evening.  Looking at the entrance to the parking lot you notice that the lighting is poor, the landscaping is overgrown and provides a place for someone to hide from view, the doors leading into the building are not locked after hours, and there is no security.  You could ask the class how you might address these problems.



Type 1: By a Stranger 
 
       
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Include warning signs within each type .  REMOVE LIST AND HAVE CLASS CREATE THE LIST THEMSELVES AS A GROUP ACTIVITIESA person with no legitimate relationship to the business85% of workplace homicides fall into this categoryThis type of VIWP seems random in nature.  They are “crimes of opportunity”.  For example:  a robber chooses a convenience store because of its location (back road), lack of lighting, windows are blocked by a number of advertisement posters, and there is one clerk on duty.



Warning Signs - Type 1 
 

• Increased crime in the area 

• Incidents in similar industry or workplace 

• Employee concerns 

• Special or unique conditions: time of year, 
local events 

• Poor or no security 

• Poor environmental design 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of special conditions:  one company allows a public group such as weight watchers to use a meeting room after hours.A school that would otherwise be secure is open to the public for votingExamples of poor environmental design -- lack of adequate lighting, overgrown or too much landscaping, employees are obstructed from view by high pod walls in potentially high risk situations.  Employee desks are situated so that they are blocked into a corner.





Types II: By a Customer or Client: 

•    
    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REMOVE LIST AND HAVE CLASS CREATE THE LIST THEMSELVES AS A GROUP ACTIVITIESThis person has had some business relationship with you.  For example:Patient -- Hospital - large percentage of viwp is in healthcare industyStudent --SchoolInmate -- PrisonRelative -- Could be the relative of a patientVendor -- Do you know who is coming in to fill your snack machines



Warning Signs - Type 2 

• Increased number of complaints from a 
client, etc. 

• Increased number of complaints with one 
product or service 

• Security breaches 
• “Close call” 
• Employee concerns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples:  customer always asks to deal with the same person (potential interest in a relationship) or sees them as a friend and expects better service from them.  Customer gets angry when that is not the case.Customer enters areas marked for authorized employees only.



  

Type III: Internal to Company 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REMOVE LIST AND HAVE CLASS CREATE THE LIST THEMSELVES AS A GROUP ACTIVITIESThese people can be past or present.  You could stress that this is why it is important to lay-off or fire people on as respectful and cordial terms as possible.Also, VIWP could be supervisor to employee -- not always the other way around as one would expect.  It is important, therefore, to have a written policy listing multiple people to use as contacts to report an incident in case it is your supervisor that is harassing you.



Warning Signs - Type 3 

• Has a history of interpersonal conflict, is 
argumentative or uncooperative 

• Has difficulty accepting authority or criticism 
• Tends to blame others for problems 
• Decreased social connection with little or no 

family support 
• Significant changes in behavior, performance, 

or appearance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONSIDER INCLUDING PHOTOGRAPHThreats of harm to self or others“...nothing to live for”Reference to weapons accessSpecial interest in highly publicized VIWP incidentsHistory of  violent or self-destructive behaviorAny destructive behavior, even if minorBlaming employer, supervisor, co-workers for all problemsReports that co-workers are intimidated by or frightened of employeeFeelings of victimization/oppressionIncreased argumentativeness with co-workersSignificant changes in behavior, performance, appearanceSubstance abuse 



  

 
 
 

Type IV: By Personal Relations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REMOVE LIST AND HAVE CLASS CREATE THE LIST THEMSELVES AS A GROUP ACTIVITIESExamples include stalkers, significant others, family members, or close friends.



Warning Signs - Type 4 

• distraught employee 
 

• evidence or claims of harassment 
 
• suspicious person on property 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONSIDER ADDING A PHOTOGRAPHAgain, this can be real or imagined relationships.  Who knows better where you are during the day?  Someone who is close to you such as a family member.  They know what type of car you drive, what time you are at work and when you’ll be leaving, and where you are stationed at work.  Also, your coworkers have probably met them before and would not be suspicious if they showed up at your workplace.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This picture would be good after slide 18 – start with the story of an employee being mugged in the evening while leaving work (less horrific than rape)  have the class break into groups or individually identify risk factors.



Causes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REFER TO TAB 3 



Psychological & Social 
• Personal expectations 
• Culture change 
• Domestic spill-over 
• Reduced trust 
• Reduced caring 
• Less control 
• Media influence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may have thought you would have been promoted by now and haven’t.Our workplace is becoming more and more diverse.  Also, many companies rotate management and thus management styles change frequently.Problems at home and with family are of concern-- causing additional personal stress.Reduced trust and caring in the workplace and management due to cut backs in the workforce and/or equipment.  Also, if you don’t like your job anymore -- you see yourself in a rut.Media influence -- the media focuses in on negative workplaces and other incidents of VIWP.  



Jobs-Economy 

• Downsizing 
• “Jobs” vs. “Careers” 
• Personal identity from job 
• Labor-management tension 
• Negligent hiring & retention 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Downsizing - do more with less.  The jobs still need to get done even without the same number of people.  Also, your own fear that you will be next to lose your job.Americans have tendency to measure their own value by what jobs they hold and how much money they make.  For example a recent study asked Americans the question“What do you do?”and the majority responded with a description of what they did for a living.  Europeans were asked the same question and they responded by describing their family, hobbies, etc. before they described their careers.Negligent hiring and retention -- this is an employer’s best opportunity to be careful about who he lets enter his workplace.  Do a thorough background check and ask open ended questions regarding behavior, drug abuse, etc. to initiate a conversation.  People love to talk about themselves.



Denial 
• VIWP is not a big 

problem. 
• Even if it is, it’s not a 

problem here. 
• I can’t do anything about 

it anyway.  
• It’s a social, not a 

workplace, problem.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Danger Zones”Warning signals or “red flags” ignoredReactive vs. proactive response to crisisNot listening to or denying “human issues”Communication is poor between management and employeesPersistent lack of trust or tendency to blame the other 



Stress 
• Fear of losing job 

• Other major life-changing 
event 

• Substance abuse 

• Personal problems 

• Feelings of oppression 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major life-changing events are not always “negative”.  For example:  buying a home or getting married are both stressful although we often refer to these items as “good stress”.Use the opportunity to do the “Life Stress Test”  with the class – after completion ask if anyone would like to share their result and whyPLAY BAD DAY AT WORK VIDEO



Leadership Style 
• Autocratic management / supervisory 

style 

• Managers out of touch with workers 

• Organizational change 

• Unrealistic expectations 

• Unfair allocation of tasks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autocratic - “my way or the highway”.Employees have no input on how the job is to be done or the conditions in the company.Unrealistic expectations or unfair allocation of tasks -- doing more with less, production quotas set by management that are not obtainable Not given the right tools to do the job



Prevention 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REFER TO TAB 4 in manualThere are things that can be done to identify and prevent workplace violence.



Management Commitment & 
Leadership Style 

 
• Recognize potential problem 
• Use labor-management partnership 
• Be a communicator, facilitator, expediter 
• Implement a VIWP policy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deal with denialMgt. seeks to understand scope and causes of VIWPUnderstands potential and accepts share of responsibility - moral and legalDemonstrates and communicates organizational concernCommits organizational  resourcesAuthorizes and supports staff cooperative effort: HR, Security, Med., LegalAuthorizes time and physical resources Partners with supervision and employeesTop management works with the unionProvides motivation and accountabilityRemains active and makes behavioral expectations clear Creates specific action steps for crisis management



Employee Involvement 

• Participation and support in 
determining policies 

• Assist with risk assessment 
• Recognize signs of stress in co-

workers 
• Communication throughout the 

organization 
• Input on training needs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AT 3RD BULLET  DURING THIS SLIDE-POSSIBLE EXERCISE LISTING  WARNING SIGNS THEN REFER TO WARNING SIGNS ON PAGE 46OW DOES YOUR TRAINING PROGRAM HOLD UP COMPARED TO THESE SIGNS? Encourage and keep employees involved in creating a VIWP program and policy.  This develops buy-in, trust, and caring.  Also, does your workplace have an employee assistance program to help employees with their problems?



Zero Tolerance Policy  
• Ensure that the consequences reflect the 

action 
• Elements (purpose, definitions, reporting 

procedure, investigation, disciplinary 
action)      

• Non-retaliation 
• Clear expectations 
• Forms 
• Organizational “buy-in” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REFER TO TAB 5 SAMPLE POLICIES EXPLAIN THAT ZERO TOLERANCE IS NOT ZERO SENSE! Zero tolerance does not mean that you are automatically fired -- this policy stresses that VIWP is not tolerated at all in the workplace and, if it occurs, be specific as to the penalty.  Don’t put in writing what you’re not willing to live with.  



Pre-hiring Checks 
• Criminal background check 
• Driving record (if applicable) 
• Check references carefully  

– employers, supervisors, coworkers 
• Ask open-ended questions during the 

interview 
• Verify credentials 
• Test for drug use-BWC’S DFSP  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REFER TO OHIO DEPT OF JOB AND FAMILY SERVICES HOW TO CONDUCT EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEW AND EXIT INTERVIEWSASK THE CLASS HOW THEY HANDLE PRE HIRING CHECKS THERE ARE COMPANIES THAT CAN DO THAT FOR YOU ASK IF ANYONE HAS WORKED WITH ONE, REFERENCE BUT DON’T RECOMMEND COMPANY CALLED “SCREENPOINT” OR “OPEN.  CAN PURCHASE YOUR OWN PROGRAM AS WELL.Open-ended questions are ones that do not elicit just a yes or no answer.  



Risk Assessment  
• Workplace security analysis 
• Customer flow / Hours of operation 
• Treatment of customers / clients  
• Training of personnel 
• Restricted areas 
• Installation of panic-buttons/warning 

devices 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Codes through the PA system that only employees know-ask the class how they handle warning signals, create discussion on their proceduresDo a walk-around of your workplace and look for areas that could provide a chance for VIWP.  What are your hours?  Do people come in early in the morning or stay late at night.  Are your employees trained on customer service and policies?Are your employees trained on what to do if they feel threatened or at risk for VIWP?Are areas marked as restricted or even kept secured?Are there panic buttons in high risk areas such as the receptionist station?Pay attention and train your employees in what to do if they see suspicious persons on the property or if someone unknown to them is in a restricted area.





Crisis Contacts/Emergency 
Procedures 
  

• Who to contact? 

• When to sound alarm? 

• Lockdown procedures. 

• Who speaks to police/media? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONSIDER CHANGING THIS TO IDENTIFY CONTACTS FOR SPECIFIC SITUATIONS OR EVENTS AND POST CRISIS RESPONSE PROCEDURESWHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE POLICE AND MEDIA ARE CALLED WHO IS THE INTERNAL POINT OF CONTACT DELETE TAB 7 AND MOVE MATERIAL TO TAB 5A team is a good way to start in addressing VIWP at your location



Documentation 
• Purpose of documentation (to determine 

severity, to evaluate control methods, to 
identify training needs) 

• Injuries, incident reports 

• Risk assessment results 

• Corrective actions 

• Follow up actions 

• Training  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stress specific contact information Look for trends/patterns – include the first bullet as a note instead.Handle documentation as if it was going to be presented in court  because if something happens – it will be.



Summary 

• Actively address VIWP issues 
• Assess the risk of violence  
• Involve employees  
• Document incidents & take threats 

seriously 
• Implement a VIWP policy 
• Consistently apply policy 
• Train all employees 
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